KIOSK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (KMS)
Your business requires enterprise-grade
intelligence on how your kiosks are
performing wherever they are in the world.
Lilitab KMS is an integrated kiosk management system that provides
rich insights into how staff and customers are utilizing technology in
the field. Our web dashboard helps you manage every tablet kiosk in
your enterprise, remotely, worldwide. Grant or revoke staff access.
Compare performance and usage by location. Track uptime statistics
such as number of transactions, volume of sales per kiosk and
number of unique visitors. It’s time to tap the true power of the
tablet with Lilitab KMS.

Secure Browser

Multi-User Support

Flexible Grouping

Statistics and Reporting

KMS offers a secure browser
with built-in analytics enabling
deployers to rapidly prototype,
build and deploy interactive
solutions via standard web
design practices. No iOS
development needed!

When used with SmartDOCK,
KMS facilitates the sharing of
tablets among staff, utilizing
UserID/PIN access to build a
chain of custody for each
tablet. Users can have their
Unlock code delivered to their
phone via a QR Code and
unlock the tablet by showing
the QR Code to the camera.

Groups functionality gives ultimate
flexibility in organizing assets,
users, and data according to the
needs of the enterprise. Within
each group, all elements
interoperate freely—any user
can use any tablet with any
dock. Group data flows to the
enterprise where it can be
categorized and analyzed.

Robust reporting features
allow administrators to
monitor kiosk performance in
real time with metrics they
configure, such as unique
users, revenue per kiosk, and
more. These reports can be
generated for individual kiosks
and at the group level to track
key performance indicators.

Tablet Security

Remote Management

Accessory Support

SmartDOCK Savvy

Integrated geofencing notifies
staff and management by alarm,
text message, and/or email if
the tablet leaves its intended
use area. Tablet location is also
monitored within the portal, so
administrators know where
every tablet is, all the time.

Every aspect of kiosk health—
network connection, charge
status, dock/undock status,
current user, location, wall
power, user accounts and
permissions—can be
monitored and administered
from anywhere in the world.

Lilitab KMS makes popular
functions and peripherals—
including payment processing,
receipt printing, tablet sharing,
and barcode reading—available
to your web application without
the need for custom device
integration.

KMS is built with SmartDOCK in
mind, allowing deployers to fully
leverage its intelligent features.
When used together, KMS tracks
lock/unlock status, tablet docked,
last used by, wall power status,
and supports sharing of tablets
and docks among group users.
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